
This week, our Pastoral intern,  Charles Texeira preached on the church and the flock metaphor. 

READ
Luke 15: 1-7
John 10: 14-16

REFLECT
1. At the beginning, Charles mentioned how we fear abandonment, have you felt this fear in your life? How 

so? how we long for belonging. How have you felt this fear and this longing in your life? 
2. Our text also raised the subject of how, as humans, we long for belonging. In what ways has this longing 

manifested for you? 
3. Gregory Boyle wrote that “success and failure, ultimately, have little to do with living the gospel. Jesus just 

stood with the outcasts until they were welcomed or until he was crucified - whichever came first.” How 
might this apply to you? 

4. Do you currently feel like you’re a part of the flock? 
5. Are you currently reaching out to the flock, are you searching for the lost and shepherding people back 

into the flock? 

PRAY
+ Confess to God how often we feel alone or lost. 
+ Thank God for searching for us, for welcoming us, for bringing us into the fold.
+ Pray for renewal in our Church, our Community, and our City. 

PRACTICE
+ Work with your group to find a tangible step that connects with your belonging. In other words, knowing 

that Christ pursues you when you are lost, that He establishes you in the community of the church, what 
should your response be? How can you better live as a member of the flock? 

+ In the conclusion, Charles discussed how we are not only called to be the flock but we are called to help 
shepherd those who are far off whether that’s inside the Church or in the world around us.  What would 
it look like to practically live out this call in your context? How might you use the lesson from the flock 
metaphor to reach out to others? 


